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Our Mas ter’s Voice An Advice To The Mind
~Poornimaji

…Contd.

All work in the realm of spirituality pertains to subduing this ego! But since its not an easy task,
Sri Swamiji says, surrender this ego to Sri Krishna and become a servant of Sri Krishna. Once
you submit ‘yourself’ to His will, all that’s ‘yours’ shall be His and thus we become Sri Krishna’s
responsibility! The lord takes care of the life of such a devotee in totality! Whatever has to
happen to our ego shall also be taken care of by the Lord Himself!”
Sadhana interrupted, “Ah! What kind of faith and surrender this claims!”
Kirtana continued, “Indeed! Why not? Will not the Lord of this Universe take care of us better
than we ourselves can? Sri Swamiji asks why worry?
Veenaana visanangalai agatri vidu
Kannan vachanangalai patri vidu
Let go of all unnecessary worries!
Hold on to nectarine words that are of Hari’s!
Sadhana! It is ironical that people entrust their lives to pilots, drivers and doctors but hesitate
to entrust their lives to Lord Sri Krishna!
Sri Swamiji says, stop worrying about yourself and entrust yourself to the Lord
Once that’s done stop worrying about ‘how the Lord will take care’ or ‘will he take care’!
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Has not the Lord himself affirmed?
‘ananyAshchintayanto mAm ye janA: paryupAsate |
teshAm nityAbhiyuktAnAm yogakshemam vaHAmyaham ||’
‘I bear the burden of that devotee of mine who entrusts everything to me and meditates upon
me constantly’
Again he says,
‘sarva dharmAn parityajya mAmekam sharaNam vraja’
‘teshAm aham samuddhartA’
‘na me bhaktha pranashyati’
Sri Swamiji says, hold on to these wonderful, soothing and encouraging promises of the Lord in
the case of His devotees and be free of all kinds of worries. He shall take care of our life here
and hereafter!
And for this should we leave the world? No says our Swamiji!
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An Advice to The Mind…to be contd.



CREATIVITY
REFINED

What is the significance behind

cleansing the front doorstep of a

house with cow dung?

Cow dung is a germicide; it is a

natural antiseptic. It prevents germs

from entering the house. Further, it

also has the property to purify

polluted atmosphere within the

house.

Why are Hindu women advised to

apply turmeric while bathing?

Turmeric has the ability to bless one

with all auspiciousness. Scientists

have proven the efficacy of turmeric

in treating chronic diseases like

cancer. Application of turmeric on

the skin while bathing provides

immunity against several diseases.

Kakitha
Malargal

(Excerpts from Sri Sri Swamiji’s book 

– Q and A explaining our  Sanathana Dharma)
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In continuum with the earlier passages.... 

The 60,000 year old Dasaratha, who was childless, is suddenly blessed with four children, all being divine-incarnations. The four 

of them go on to very quickly learn all Vedas & sastras from Vasishta, their kula-guru. Valmiki, at this juncture pertinently 

mentions that Ram, Lakshman and likewise Bharat and Shatrughna are always together. To what extent? They’re together while 

playing, while eating, while sleeping, while hunting and during other times!  In the context of Ram and Lakshman,

न च तेन विना ननद्ाां लभते पुरुषोत्तम: |
“Without the other person, Purushottama doesn’t sleep”.

Let us enjoy the meaning of this sentence two-ways:

1) Should पुरुषोत्तम: (Honourable among men) indicate Lakshman; Being a servant par excellence, he always wants to 

shadow his master, Ram, in order to fulfil his duties to his best. Incase of absence, he is susceptible to miss the Lord’s 

kainkarya (service). Therefore, it’s understandable that he’s anxious and hence sleepless. 

2) Should पुरुषोत्तम: (Best among men) indicate Ram; Why might Ram be sleepless if Lakshman is not around? Haven’t 

we seen people chase sleep should any of their sleep-prerequisite appear missing, for eg bed? 

शषेो लक्ष्मण उच्यते |
“Lakshman is verily Adi-Sesha incarnate”

Like how people who are accustomed to sleeping on a bed, struggle to sleep without it, Lord Narayana, accustomed to 

comforts of a bed in Vaikunta in the form of Adi-Sesha, appears to have carried over the habit in this avatar of Ram! 

Hence, Ram is unable to sleep without his Lakshman (who is his bed)!

Now, does the master poet indicate their innate-closeness earlier? In the text governing poetry, best of poets are said

to be capable of indicating early on, happenings of the future very subtly. This can be witnessed in Ramayana in

hundreds of instances. In the current context, a few chapters earlier, Valmiki describes the order in which Dasarata

offered the holy porridge to his three wives ie: The porridge obtained, is apportioned by Dasaratha among his three

wives:

i) First, offered to Kausalya; [Gives birth to Ram]

ii) Secondly ie: Kausalya’s leftover, is offered to Sumitra; [Gives birth to Lakshman]

iii) After a brief thought, the porridge is offered to Kaikeyi; [Gives birth to Bharata]

iv) Kaikeyi’s leftover is again offered to Sumitra. [Gives birth to Shatrughna]

Kausalya’s leftover is taken by Sumitra - Therefore, Rama and Lakshmana are inextricably close.

Kaikeyi’s leftover is taken by Sumitra - Therefore, Bharata and Shatrughna are inextricably close.

See how even a small incident in Ramayan appear to carry a rather heavy underlying meaning.

One is reminded of the verse समुद्ां इि रत्नाढ्यम ्|
See you in July. Until then, Jai Sitaram.
1 Without Ram, Purushottama (Lakshman) doesn’t sleep
2 Without Lakshman, Purushottama (Ram) doesn’t sleep
3 Alankara Sastra

Rama’s Childhood ~ Sanath Kumar

PEARLS OF WISDOM 
FROM OUR TEXTS

~ Sri Balaji Sharma, Principal

Sri Sandeepani Gurukulam

na dhaivamapi sanchinthya, thajedhudhyogamaathmanah।
anudhyOgEna thailAni, thilEbhyO nApthumarhathi॥

Depending on fate one shoud not give up  

his effort. One can never get oil from 

sesame seeds without exertion.
~ Hithopadesh
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What is Spirituality to me?

~Adithya Sankaranarayanan, Melbourne

There are moments of contemplation, there are moments of thoughtlessness

and there are moments of finding the truth. But then arises the question of

what the truth is. What is the meaning of life, why do we do what we do

every day? These are questions that arise in every one’s mind. How does an

individual approach the horizon of spirituality and how does one come closer

to god? In my opinion there are many ways to approach this but this is mine.

That moment of utter bliss when everything is quiet and serene, when your

mind is quiet, opposed to a mind that is usually filled with thoughts of

material distraction. This moment allows me to connect with my inner self

and find a sense of deep satisfaction and content.

It is scientifically proven that the exertion of hymns and prayers causes

neurotransmitters in your brain to release endorphins, this is a hormone

that makes you happy. Singing the names of the lord “Hare Rama, Hare

Rama”, is an experience that allows me to connect with myself and also have

a sense of accomplishment and a sense of satisfaction. It gives me the drive

I need to move on and progress through life step by step. So what I am

essentially trying to say, is that spirituality doesn’t only have to be something

that improves the way you connect with your deeper self, it also allows you

to come in contact with the best possible version of oneself, one who is

ready to excel and enjoy in every aspect of life.

The last way I connect with my spirituality and connect with my culture is by

associating myself with a community of likeminded people. Every fortnight I

go to a class in which we discuss the history of our scriptures and also the

deep philosophical terms and real questions of what these scriptures mean

to us. We do this by relating information that we have learned to everyday

situations and modern day examples, this really allows us to explore out

culture and what the meaning of our spiritual growth is. A huge benefit of

this program is the fact that I have made countless friends with like-minded

beliefs. I am only 16 and I have got a long way to go, to understand what

spirituality and the greater powers are, but these are some of the methods

that I use to connect myself with an essential skill that we don’t particularly

learn in school or pick up without anyone teaching us.

The world is highly technological and extremely advanced in various fields of

work, it is materialistic and filled with wonders that catch the eye. In the

midst of a bee hive of social and materialistic activity, a few moments of

quietness and reflecting on both our humble routes and the greater power

whom we have to thank for our existence is vitally important in my opinion.

So my only advice to my peers abroad is to connect with god and pray for

the betterment of yourself not only spiritually but also materialistically. This

is my view on spirituality and what it means to be a seeker of the truth.

INGREDIENTS

4 boiled potatoes

1 capsicum

1 cup lettuce

2 cheese cubes

4 bread slices

3 tbsp mayonnaise

1 tbsp milk

1 tbsp tomato ketchup

METHOD

- Peel the potatoes and slice them 

into dices

- Cut the capsicum into halves and 

remove seeds and slice them 

into medium sized pieces.

- Tear the lettuce into pieces with 

your hand

- Deep toast the bread slices and 

cut them into small cubes

- Mix mayonnaise, milk and tomato 

ketchup in a bowl

- Add the cut vegetables, bread 

and cheese cubes into the mix

- Serve immediately

Recipe Corner

Potato Salad
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Badrinath or Badrinarayan Temple is dedicated to Lord Vishnu and is situated in the town of Badrinath in

Uttarakhand, India. The temple and town form one of the four Char Dham. The temple is also one of the 108 Divya

Desams dedicated to Vishnu. It is open for six months every year (between the end of April and the beginning of

November), because of extreme weather conditions in the Himalayan region. The temple is located in Garhwal hill

tracks in Chamoli district along the banks of Alaknanda River at an elevation of 3,133 m (10,279 ft) above the mean

sea level. It is one of the most visited pilgrimage centres of India, having recorded 1,060,000 visits.

The image of the presiding deity worshipped in the temple is a 1 m (3.3 ft) tall, black stone idol of Vishnu. The

statue is considered by many Hindus to be one of eight swayam vyakta kshetras.

Although Badrinath is located in North India, the head priest, or Rawal, is traditionally a Nambudiri Brahmin

chosen from the South Indian state of Kerala.

The Vishnu Purana narrates the story of this kshetra - Dharam had two sons, Nar and Narayan. They chose the

place to spread Sanathana Dharma each of them wed the spacious valleys in the Himalayas. Searching for an ideal

place to set up a hermitage, they came across the other four Badris of the Pancha Badri, namely Bridha Badri, Yog

Bhadri, Dhyan Badri and Bhavish Badri. They finally found the hot and cold spring behind the Alaknanda River and

named it Badri Vishal.

The temple finds mention in Bhagavata Purana, Skanda Purana and Mahabharata. According to the Bhagavata

Purana, "here in Badrikashram, Lord Vishnu, in his incarnation as the sages Nar and Narayana, had been

undergoing great penance since time immemorial for the welfare of all living entities". The Skanda Purana states

that "there are several sacred shrines in heaven, on earth, and in hell; but there is no shrine like Badrinath". The

area around Badrinath is also celebrated in Padma Purana as abounding in spiritual treasures. The Mahabharata

revered the holy place as the one which can give salvation to devotees arriving close to if, while in other holy

places they must perform religious ceremonies. The temple is revered in Nalayira Divya Prabandham, in 11 hymns

by Periazhwar and in 13 hymns in Thirumangai Azhwar

6 Know Our Temples



The temple has three structures: the Garbhagriha (sanctum), the Darshan Mandap (worship hall), and Sabha

Mandap (satsang hall). The conical-shaped roof of the sanctum, the garbhagriha, is approximately 15 m (49 ft)

tall with a small cupola on top, covered with a gold gilt roof. The facade is built of stone and has arched windows.

A broad stairway leads up to the main entrance, a tall, arched gateway. Just inside is a mandap, a large, pillared

hall that leads to the sanctum, or main shrine area. The walls and pillars of the hall are covered with intricate

carvings.

The main shrine houses the 1 m (3.3 ft) Shaligram (black stone) image of Badrinarayan, which is housed in a

gold canopy under a Badri Tree. The image of Badrinarayan holds a Shankha (conch) and a Chakra (wheel) in two

of its arms in a lifted posture and two arms are rested on its lap in a Yogamudra (Padmasana) posture. The

sanctum also houses images of the god of wealth—Kubera, sage Narada, Uddhava, Nar and Narayan. There are

fifteen more images that are also worshipped around the temple. These include that of Lakshmi (the consort of

Vishnu), Garuda (the vahana of Narayan), and Navadurga, the manifestation of Durga in nine different forms. The

temple also has shrines of Lakshmi Narasimha, Adi Shankara, Vedanta Desika and Ramanujacharya. All the idols

of the temple are made of black stone.

The Tapt Kund, a group of hot sulphur springs just below the temple, are considered to be medicinal; many

pilgrims consider it a requirement to bathe in the springs before visiting the temple. The springs have a year-

round temperature of 55 °C (131 °F), while outside temperature is typically below 17 °C (63 °F) all year round.[3]

The two water ponds in the temple are called Narad Kund and Surya Kund.

Gopa Kuteeram Summer Camps at 

Madurai and Sivakasi
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Healthy Eating
Agathi Keerai/

August Tree Leaves/
sesbania grandiflora

• The Vitamin A content in leaves of agathi increases the health of the eyes and protect against germs and

infection that attacks retina and pupil of the eyes.

• The agathi tea has antibiotic, anthelmintic, contraceptive and antitumor contents.

• The grand ma tip for any sprain and strain on the body is to apply the curshed agathi leaves on the affected

area and leave it till the leaves looses its juice and become dry. The healing process is in rapid level if this is

followed at regular intervals.

• The bark of the agathi tree cures gastric problems and dysentery.

• The blood sugar level in diabetes, is also maintained if the bark juice is taken three or four times a week.

• Malaria disease is cured when the root of the agathi leaves are boiled and the juice are given to the person

who is suffering from malaria.

• The healthy mouth and gums are maintained by chewing the agathi leaves or using the juice for gargle

purposes.

• When agathi leaves are added in the butter milk helps to reduce the body heat that causes stomach pain and

head ache etc.
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ACROSS

1.River in Kashmir (6)

2.Longest glacier (7)

3.White Revolution (4)

4.Bread Basket of India (6)

5.Largest ship breaking yard (5)

6.Dyeing technique (5)

7.Dalai Lama’s headquarters in 

India (11)

8.River in central India (5)

9.Song of Uttarakhand (4,4)

10.AIR ______ Vani (5)

11.Author of Mahabaratha in Odiya

(6,3)

12.Rock Shelters (9)

13.Bharatha’s mother (7)

14.Stratas of ancient Indian 

society (6)

15.Vikram Sarabhai (4)

16.Birth place of Vallabhacharya

(9)

17.Evolved from Kadamba script 

(7)

DOWN

1.Pink City (6)

2.Dandi March’s origin point (9)

3.Dhyan Chand (6)

4.Rathambore Sanctuary (9)

5.Harmandir Sahib (6,6)

6.Tahr is a type of _____ (4)

7.Indo-Aryan language (10)

8.Effect named after scientist 

(5)

9.Twin island in Arabian Sea (5)

10.Bikaneri delicacy (6)

11.Pt Ravi Shankar (5)

12.Indian Calendar (4)

PURANAVA CROSSWORD

Last Month’s Solution: Across: 1.Swami Vivekananda 2.Nandi 3.Pali 4.Rowlatt 5.Mohini 6.Ranchi 7.Belur 8.Mica 9.Tamasha 10.Laxman 11.Varanasi 12.Ratnakar 13.Ahalya 

14.Auroville Down: 1.Madhwacharya 2.Krishna 3.Daksha 4.Drona 5.Gomateshwara 6.Calicut 7.Geetanjali 8.Ravana 9.Kaveri 10. Ravi Verma 11.Brahma 12.Nasik 13.Sports
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